




Brown Bag Contents

1.1. CheckCheck--In Map and InstructionsIn Map and Instructions
2.2. Paper (Dixie) cupPaper (Dixie) cup
3.3. A small piece of 35mm film (7 holes on A small piece of 35mm film (7 holes on 

ea. Side)ea. Side)
4.4. Pipe cleanerPipe cleaner
5.5. Mini Mini pompom--ponpon
6.6. Hair curler Hair curler 
7.7. Individual dental floss stickIndividual dental floss stick
8.8. Snack size zip lock bagSnack size zip lock bag
9.9. Individual colored mini Christmas tree Individual colored mini Christmas tree 

lightlight
10.10. Black and white striped birthday candleBlack and white striped birthday candle
11.11. Plastic cable tiePlastic cable tie
12.12. Cotton swabCotton swab
13.13. ¼”¼” screwscrew
14.14. ¼”¼” hex nuthex nut
15.15. Miniature bell (jingle type)Miniature bell (jingle type)
16.16. Small wooden dowelSmall wooden dowel
17.17. Small round magnetSmall round magnet
18.18. 1 piece cinnamon chewing gum in foil 1 piece cinnamon chewing gum in foil 

wrapperwrapper
19.19. Small latex balloonSmall latex balloon
20.20. 1 packet of sweet n low1 packet of sweet n low
21.21. Beavis and Butthead World Cup Beavis and Butthead World Cup 

““ticketticket””
22.22. Article: HuntArticle: Hunt’’s Surface (an algebraic s Surface (an algebraic 

equation)equation)
23.23. Article: The best American Fiction of Article: The best American Fiction of 

last 25 years last 25 years 
24.24. Decoder BadgeDecoder Badge

25.25. A page with pictures and names of A page with pictures and names of 
different kinds of dogs  different kinds of dogs  

26.26. Directions to fold an origami nuclear Directions to fold an origami nuclear 
crane w/ picture of Kim Jung Il crane w/ picture of Kim Jung Il 

27.27. A printout about A printout about Orly.comOrly.com
28.28. A price list and shampoo choices from A price list and shampoo choices from 

Wag n Wash Healthy Pet Center Wag n Wash Healthy Pet Center 
29.29. Wag n Wash gift card Wag n Wash gift card 
30.30. Article: Tom Article: Tom DeLayDeLay How the Hammer How the Hammer 

Got NailedGot Nailed
31.31. Article: MTV Turns 25Article: MTV Turns 25
32.32. Article: BarrettArticle: Barrett’’s Extraordinary Legacys Extraordinary Legacy
33.33. Article: Star Trek Turns 40Article: Star Trek Turns 40
34.34. A pocketA pocket
35.35. Article: Etymology of JackassArticle: Etymology of Jackass
36.36. Article: High Noon (1952)Article: High Noon (1952)
37.37. Article: AmericaArticle: America’’s Greatest Movies (AFI s Greatest Movies (AFI 

Top 100)Top 100)
38.38. Land Use PermitLand Use Permit
39.39. Article: 10 Things You Can Do to Help Article: 10 Things You Can Do to Help 

Solve the Climate CrisisSolve the Climate Crisis
40.40. Word Jumble PagesWord Jumble Pages
41.41. Article: Big Boy 70th AnniversaryArticle: Big Boy 70th Anniversary
42.42. Article: Honoring the Power of a Single Article: Honoring the Power of a Single 

Good FilmGood Film
43.43. Famous SamFamous Sam’’s Menus Menu
44.44. Contact LensesContact Lenses
45.45. Check In InstructionsCheck In Instructions
46.46. Clue Sticker SheetClue Sticker Sheet
47.47. Emergency EnvelopesEmergency Envelopes

The 2006 Treasure Hunt

Thank you for participating in the 56th consecutive annual editiThank you for participating in the 56th consecutive annual edition of the Treasure on of the Treasure 
Hunt in the Valley of the Sun.  This yearHunt in the Valley of the Sun.  This year’’s committee sincerely hopes that you s committee sincerely hopes that you 
had an enjoyable experience.had an enjoyable experience.

Each year, the top three Each year, the top three ““amateur statusamateur status”” teams are recognized at the postteams are recognized at the post--Hunt Hunt 
banquet.  In addition to this, the performances of some other tebanquet.  In addition to this, the performances of some other teams, including ams, including 
““professional statusprofessional status”” teams and rookie teams, may be recognized.teams and rookie teams, may be recognized.

The prizes awarded the winners over the years have had little moThe prizes awarded the winners over the years have had little monetary value, netary value, 
yet the competition for first place remains spirited.  The red Wyet the competition for first place remains spirited.  The red Wizard hats awarded izard hats awarded 
Treasure Hunt winners have become prized possessions in many troTreasure Hunt winners have become prized possessions in many trophy phy 
cabinets.  Each firstcabinets.  Each first--place winner also earns the fleeting privilege and immense place winner also earns the fleeting privilege and immense 
responsibility of serving a threeresponsibility of serving a three--year term on the Treasure Hunt Committee.year term on the Treasure Hunt Committee.



This visual clue consists of the following image:

This is Clue A.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue B.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue B,
Open Emergency Envelope 14, which will direct you to Clue B.

This is Emergency Solution 14, which will lead you to Clue B.

If you are unable to locate Clue B,
Open Emergency Envelope 17, which will direct you to Clue C.

In this visual clue we’ve got a series of pictures of people:  Sam Cassell, 
Good Sam, Sam Waterston, Sam Houston (twice president of the Republic of 
Texas), Sam Adams, Sam Donaldson, Yosemite Sam, and Sam Bass (who 
was mortally wounded at the gunfight at Round Rock).  

Unlike Sam Robertson (my best friend in second grade), the above people 
are famous.  In other words, they’re famous Sams.  So grab the Famous 
Sam’s takeout menu from the brown bag.  The HWOW says “Smother the 
Firesticks,” so order the Firesticks appetizer smothered in cheese for $5.95, 
and head on over to circle          .

Circle         is located in grid D-13. From the intersection of 7th St. and Deer 
Valley Rd., proceed E on Deer Valley Rd. for 1.0 mi. The road will turn into 
6th St.  Go N on 6th St. for 0.1 mi. to where Deer Valley breaks off again and 
heads E.  Continue N on 6th St. for another 0.14 mi. to a dead end.  The clue 
site is 386 ft. due N of the dead end, by a palo verde tree.

5.95

5.95



Hunters skilled in the art of “Sudoku” will no doubt complete this puzzle in 
record time.  But then what?  The circled numbers are 2, 8, 8, and 1, but in 
what order do they go?  The hasty hunter might run off to 2881 which is the 
order from top to bottom.  

However, the clever hunter will remember from the HWOW that when puzzled 
by numbers one should create a “perfect” number.  Given the circled digits 
the corresponding perfect number is 8128 ( = 1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 + 32 + 64 + 
127 + 254 + 508 + 1016 + 2032 + 4064).  So head on over to circle            .

Circle        is located in grid F-10. From the intersection of Cave Creek Rd. 
and Jomax Rd., proceed N on Cave Creek Rd. 0.25 mi to the pump facility 
driveway on the E side of the road.  Proceed E on the driveway to the pump 
facility.  The clue site is located 75 ft. E of the NW corner of the pump facility.

If you are unable to locate Clue C,
Open Emergency Envelope 5, which will direct you to Clue D.

This is Clue B.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue C.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue C,
Open Emergency Envelope 17, which will direct you to Clue C.

This is Emergency Solution 17, which will lead you to Clue C.

8128

8128



This is Clue C.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue D.

If you are unable to locate Clue D,
Open Emergency Envelope 9, which will direct you to Clue E.

This is Emergency Solution 5, which will lead you to Clue D.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue D,
Open Emergency Envelope 5, which will direct you to Clue D.

66A  59D 
21A  11D 
49A  32D  
15A  6D  
56A  59D  
29A  6D   
53A  53D  
17A  19D  
1A    3D    
51A  48D

This visual clue consists of the following image:

Hopefully you didn’t get cross trying to decode this clue!  If you spent your 
time today before the Hunt wisely, as the HWOW suggested, you completed 
the UFS crossword from today’s AZ Republic and brought the Comics & 
Puzzles page with you.  

To solve the clue, find the letter at the intersection of each pair of Across and 
Down clues.  For example, “66A  59D” would refer to 66 Across and 59 Down.  
(The actual numbers at the clue site differed from those shown here.)  Those 
letters, in order from top to bottom, result in the phrase “Below Hagar.” A 
quick check of the Comics & Puzzles page shows that the strip below Hagar 
the Horrible is Pickles.  So go to circle           at the intersection of Vlasic Rd. 
and Claussen Ct. 

Circle          is located in grid H-7.  From the intersection of Cave Creek Rd. 

and Lone Mountain Rd., proceed 0.1 mi. E.  Proceed 200 ft. N into the Lone 
Mountain Landing shopping center parking lot.  Walk 100 ft. W. The clue site 
is behind a palo verde tree. 



If you are unable to locate Clue E,
Open Emergency Envelope 7, which will direct you to Clue F.

This is Emergency Solution 9, which will lead you to Clue E.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue E,
Open Emergency Envelope 9, which will direct you to Clue E.

This is Clue D.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue E.

Erudite hunters should have discovered that the three sets of 
Latitude/Longitude coordinates provided in the HWOW were not just 
random locations.  Each one corresponds to a well-known “mountain 
letter” in the Phoenix metro area.  Together, in order, they spell out SAT:

Hunters should also have discovered that each letter stands for the name 
of a school at the base of the mountain.  “S” is for Sunnyslope High 
School, “A” is for ASU, and “T” is for Thunderbird High School.  With a 
good SAT score it’s time to leave high school and head off to college, so 
you’d better get going to Circle         !

Circle       is located in grid I-5.  From the intersection of Carefree Hwy. and 
60th St., proceed 290 ft. S.  Turn left into the Del E. Webb Health Center 
parking lot and proceed 370 ft. E to the end of the lot.  Walk 180 ft. ESE.  
The clue site is behind a large palo verde tree.

A Hunter who scores well on the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test will know where to head off to 
next ... 

A

A



This is Clue E.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue F.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue F,
Open Emergency Envelope 7, which will direct you to Clue F.

This is Emergency Solution 7, which will lead you to Clue F.

If you are unable to locate Clue F,
Open Emergency Envelope 11, which will direct you to Clue G.

This working visual clue consists of a red rotary phone:

Strange.  A red phone in the middle of the desert…and it has a dial tone!  
Avid hunters will recall from the HWOW that all they need to do to win is 
call the radio station.  But what number to dial?  Well, just tune in to find 
out!  99.1FM plays only one song 24/7 – “Jenny” by Tommy Two-Tone.  
Dialing 867-5309 causes the phone to connect the call and magically flash 
the number 2 from within, so you’d better get going to Circle       ! 

A less-prepared hunter might try dialing 911, which causes the phone to
flash the letter “E” – but don’t fall for it!  After all, 911 is only for an 
emergency (envelope that is).  Circle E on the map will introduce you to 
our long-eared friend.  

Circle       is located in grid J-2.  From the intersection of Cave Creek Rd. 
and School House Rd., proceed 0.7 miles N and park.  Walk 170 ft. NE 
along a wash.  The clue site is on the N side of the wash behind a large 
ironwood tree.

2

2



This is Clue F.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue G.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue G,
Open Emergency Envelope 11, which will direct you to Clue G.

If you are unable locate Clue G,
Open Emergency Envelope 3, which will direct you to Clue H.

This is Emergency Solution 11, which will lead you to Clue G.

The HWOW recommended that you bring along a street map.  Of course, 
nothing is more accurate than the Hunt map you get at the check-out.  But for 
this clue a plain old street map might help.  

All of these streets have something in common…looking at them on the map 
makes it clear:  they all change names!  McClintock = Hayden,  Mesa = 
McQueen, Lincoln = Glendale, Scottsdale = Rural, Cooper = Stapley, and Shea 
= Peoria.  Filling in the blanks spells out “Dunlap.” Naturally, then, the 
answer is Olive.  So motor on down the road to .

Circle            is located in grid L-5. From the intersection of Hawknest and 
Pima Rd., proceed west on Hawknest for 0.5 mi. Park at the intersection of 
Hawknest and Windmill Rd. and follow the "trail" W for 50 ft. to a wash.
Follow the wash to the left for 100 ft.  Clue site is on the left side of the wash 
under a mesquite bush.

McClintock _ _ _ [_] _ _
Mesa _ _ _ [_] _ _ _
Lincoln _ _ _ [_] _ _ _ _
Scottsdale _ _ _ _ [_]
Cooper _ _ [_] _ _ _ _
Shea [_] _ _ _ _ _



This is Clue G.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue H.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue H,
Open Emergency Envelope 3, which will direct you to Clue H.

This is Emergency Solution 3, which will lead you to Clue H.

If you are unable to locate Clue H,
Open Emergency Envelope 13, which will direct you to Clue I.

This visual clue consists of the following image:

This visual clue consists of a poster of the Eight is Enough cast members. 
Researching the HWOW information on Eris and Dysnomia should have gotten 
the juices flowing about a recent decision made by the International 
Astronomical Union to demote the planet Pluto to just an “icy dwarf” or “dwarf 
planet.” We once had nine planets in our solar system but apparently the 
astronomers’ union thinks that “eight is enough.” So look up at the stars and 
rocket on over to circle             .

Circle              is located in grid M-5.  From the intersection of Stage Coach 
Pass and Pima Rd., proceed E on Stage Coach Pass for 0.6 mi. to Legend Trail 
Pkwy.  Proceed S on Legend Trail Pkwy. for 0.75 mi. to Whitewing Dr.  Proceed 
W on Whitewing Dr. for 0.6 mi. to 92nd Pl.  Make a right on 92nd Pl. and 
proceed for 0.15 mi. to a bridge.  The clue site is approximately 200 ft. W of the 
road behind a palo verde tree.



This is Clue H.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue I.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue I,
Open Emergency Envelope 13, which will direct you to Clue I.

This is Emergency Solution 13, which will lead you to Clue I.

If you are unable to locate Clue I,
Open Emergency Envelope 8, which will direct you to Clue J.

This clue conveys to the average hunter that by combining a horse with some 
unknown entity, the result is a mule.  A quick search of the brown bag reveals 
an article about the jackass explaining, among other things, that a mule is bred 
by mating a horse with jackass.  So, naturally, the answer is a jackass.  Right?  
Oh, we do hope you didn’t go to the circle with the jackass in it.

Hunters on top of their game should have visited www.keyofzork.com and 
played the game, which was in the style of the classic 1979 text-adventure 
“Zork.” Playing our “Key of Zork” game leads you through a virtual Hunt-night 
experience ending with a Sage who explains how important it is to avoid the 
jackass.  He also explains that all one needs to know is the chromosomal 
makeup of three animals:  a horse has 64, a jackass has 62, and a mule has 63 
chromosomes.  Plugging these numbers into the given equation gives 64 + ? = 
63, leading to ? = -1.  So gallop off to circle        !

Circle        is located in grid M-3.  From the intersection of Cave Creek Rd. and 
Pima Rd., proceed N on Pima Rd. past the airport to Double Eagle Dr. (0.56 mi.).  
The clue site is on the NW corner of Double Eagle Dr. and Pima Rd. (100 ft. W of 
Pima Rd., 80 ft. N of Double Eagle Dr.) under a large tree.

-1
-1



This is Emergency Solution 8, which will lead you to Clue J.

This is Clue I.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue J.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue J,
Open Emergency Envelope 8, which will direct you to Clue J.

If you are unable locate Clue J,
Open Emergency Envelope 20, which will direct you to Clue K.

What in the world is the is the 1970’s iconic disco group the “Village 
People” doing on the TH?  A Macho Man might Go West and start looking 
for clues at the nearest Y.M.C.A.  But wait, something’s odd about this 
lineup – why are there two cowboys? 

Hmmm.  The Oscar-winning film Brokeback Mountain is about a forbidden 
and secretive relationship between – you guessed it, two cowboys!  So it’s 
time to mosey on over  to          at the intersection of Ledger and Gyllenhaal.

Circle          is located in grid M-8.  From the intersection of Pima Rd. and 
Dixileta Rd., proceed N on Pima Rd. for 0.18 mi. until you reach a dirt road E 
of Pima Rd.  Park in dirt road turnout.  Walk E 269 ft. from Pima Road.  The 
cluesite is at the base of a saguaro and two large palo verde trees in a little 
depression.

This visual clue consists of the following image:



This is Emergency Solution 20, which will lead you to Clue K.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue K,
Open Emergency Envelope 20, which will direct you to Clue K.

If you are unable to locate Clue K,
Open Emergency Envelope 1, which will direct you to Clue L.

This is Clue J.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue K.

This clue presents hunters with several chess pieces arranged on a chess 
board.  The HWOW explains the challenge:  playing the white pieces, find a 
move that will checkmate the black king in a single move.  At first it may seem 
that there is no such move.  However, a careful study of the board will reveal 
exactly one such move that spells the end of the game for black:

Even novice chess players will recognize this move as a castle, or in this case 
a “white castle.” So head on over to        at Harold Ln. and Kumar St! 

Circle         is located in grid I-8. From the intersection of Lone Montain Rd. and 
56th St., proceed S on 56th St. for 0.33 mi. to a parking area on the W side of 
the road.  Follow the dirt road on foot for approximately 200 ft.  The clue site is 
approximately 200 ft. W of the parking area on the right side of the road behind 
a large mesquite tree.



This is Clue K.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue L.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue L,
Open Emergency Envelope 1, which will direct you to Clue L.

If you are unable to locate Clue L,
Open Emergency Envelope 26, which will direct you to Clue M.

This is Emergency Solution 1, which will lead you to Clue L.

This working visual clue consists of a front panel with a 20x20 array of 
LEDs, a picture of fireworks, and fourteen brass screw heads:

The clever hunter will notice that the brass screw heads on the front of the box are 
spaced correctly for a 9 volt battery, and applying a battery to each pair will light up a 
set of LEDs of a particular color (blue, green, orange, purple, red, white, or yellow).  
You may have also noticed that the array of LEDs matches up with the letters of the 
word find puzzles from the brown bag.  By placing one of the word find sheets over 
the LED array and lighting one set of LEDs, letters are illuminated which spell out a 
word.  But which sheet do you use with which set of LEDs? All of the words listed on 
each of the word find puzzles relates to a color (blue-ANGELS, BABY-blue, etc), and 
each of those colors matches one of the available LED colors. So what colors do we 
use, and in what order? The picture on the front of the box shows a fireworks 
display.  And where are we most likely to see fireworks?  Why at a Fourth of July 
celebration, of course.  So the solution is to show your patriotic colors:  red, white, 
and blue.  Using the appropriate word find sheets for red, white, and blue, and 
illuminating the corresponding red, white, and blue LED sets, reveals (for red) "FIVE," 
(for white) "SIXTY," and (for blue) "SEVEN," so wave your Stars and Stripes on over 
to circle       .

Circle       is located in grid G-9. From the intersection of Tatum Blvd. and Dynamite 
Blvd., proceed W on Dynamite Blvd. for 1.0 mi.  Turn N on 40th St. and proceed for 
0.18 mi.  The clue site is located 265 ft. W of 40th St. between two large palo verde 
trees.

567

567



This is Emergency Solution 26, which will lead you to Clue M.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue M,
Open Emergency Envelope 26, which will direct you to Clue M.

This is Clue L.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue M.

If you are unable to locate Clue M,
Open Emergency Envelope 6, which will direct you to Clue N.

This visual clue consists of a broken 45 single:

This visual clue consists of a broken 45 of the song “Babe” by Styx.  
What could this mean?  The astute hunter will realize this is a broken 
record of “Babe.” But so what.  Recalling this year’s baseball season, 
sports-enthusiast hunters will recall that Barry Bonds broke Babe Ruth’s 
record for home runs (also done with a bat or “stick”). 

So trot around the bases and head to circle        , which is the number of 
home runs Bonds hit to break Babe’s record of 714.  If you went to circle 
714, sorry, but that only tied the record.  It didn’t break it and this record 
is definitely broken.

Circle        is located in grid I-10. From the intersection of Dynamite Blvd. 
and 56th St., proceed S on 56th St. for 0.83 mi. to a dirt turnout on the W 
side.  The clue site is located 450 ft. W of the dirt turnout, behind a group 
of palo verde trees.

715

715



This is Emergency Solution 6, which will lead you to Clue N.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue N,
Open Emergency Envelope 6, which will direct you to Clue N.

If you are unable to locate Clue N,
Open Emergency Envelope 22, which will direct you to Clue O.

This is Clue M.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue N.

21 6 25 12 13 6 19 14 1 13 10 5 15 9 14 12 13 14 7 17 4 19 10 5 6

The astute hunter will recognize this series of numbers as a code, and 
what better way to decode it than to use the Radio Orphan Annie Secret 
Society Decoder Badge from the brown bag.  But where do you begin?  
The HWOW tells you to “Utilize your current coordinates.”

Since you are currently at circle 715 which is at map grid I 10, set the 
Decoder Badge to I 10. The secret message is then revealed as 
“BESURETODRINKYOUROVALTINE” or “Be sure to drink your Ovaltine,”
which was a famous quote from the 1983 movie “A Christmas Story.” So 
head on over to circle           .  

Circle         is located in grid L-10.  From the intersection of Scottsdale 
Rd. and Jomax Rd., proceed E on Jomax Rd. for 0.99 mi.  Turn S on the 
dirt road near the SW corner of Jomax Rd. and Hayden Rd., and park. 
The clue site is located 120 ft. SW, under the southernmost power lines, 
behind a group of palo verde trees. 



This is Emergency Solution 22, which will lead you to Clue O.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue O,
Open Emergency Envelope 22, which will direct you to Clue O.

If you are unable to locate Clue O,
Open Emergency Envelope 4, which will direct you to Clue P.

This is Clue N.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue O.

American  ● 2 ● 4-6-6-4
0

Consolidation  ● 6        ● 2-8-2
4

Mikado  ● 6        ● 4-8-4
8

Pacific ● 8        ● 4-4-0
4

Northern  ● 2        ● 4-6-2
6

Challenger ● 0        ● 2-8-0

The HWOW said “You’ll need to know your Whyte notation.” Researching this, the 
wise hunter would have found that the Whyte notation was used to describe wheel 
arrangements for steam locomotives from the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The 
notation listed the number of leading, driving, and trailing wheels. The most 
common of the locomotive types from this era also acquired nicknames such as the 
American and the Northern. 

By connecting the common names in the left column to their Whyte notations in the 
right column with lines, four numbers are crossed: 4, 8, 8, and 4.  Which could also 
be written as “4-8-8-4”; the Whyte notation for one of the largest, most powerful, and 
best known steam locomotive types ever built, the Big Boy. But now what?  Check 
the brown bag.  In it there’s a press release from Big Boy restaurants announcing 
the celebration of their 70th anniversary.  So head on over to circle       .

Circle       is located in grid M-9.  From the intersection of Pima Rd. and Dynamite 
Blvd., proceed E on Dynamite Rd. for 0.61 mi.  Turn N on 93rd St. and continue on 
93rd St. for 0.54 mi. until you see a gate to the N of 93rd St. Park at the gate and 
walk the trail N 218 ft. (crossing a dirt road called "Four Corners Power Line Road").  
Then go 90 ft. to the NNE.  The clue site is at the base of a large palo verde tree a 
few ft. NW of a high power line (which you should be able to hear).

70
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This is Emergency Solution 4, which will lead you to Clue P.

This is Clue O.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue P.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue P,
Open Emergency Envelope 4, which will direct you to Clue P.

If you are unable to locate Clue P,
Open Emergency Envelope 12, which will direct you to Clue Q.

This clue consists of a clock high on a pole. The time is exactly twelve o’clock.  
Given the height of the timepiece and the indicated time, it must be “high noon.”

Looking in the brown bag you’ll find the ever-familiar AFI Top 100 list of movies, 
which indicates that  the movie High Noon is the 33rd best movie of the past 100 
years.  Looking a bit deeper into the brown bag you should have also found an 
article about the movie claiming that it is the best Western movie of all time.  It’s 
also the only Western in the AFI top 100 list.  Clearly, it’s the “Best Western.” This 
should have reminded you that as stated in the HWOW it’s Best Western’s 
diamond (60th) anniversary.  So head on over to circle           .

Circle          is located in grid P-8.  From the intersection of Dynamite Blvd. and 
Alma School Rd., proceed 1.0 mi. N on Alma School Pkwy. to a dead end gate.  
The clue site is 210 ft. N of the gate in a stand of desert spoon, 100 ft. W of the dirt 
trail.

This visual clue consists of a clock on a tall pole:

60
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This is Emergency Solution 12, which will lead you to Clue Q.

This is Clue P.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue Q.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue Q,
Open Emergency Envelope 12, which will direct you to Clue Q.

If you are unable to locate Clue Q,
Open Emergency Envelope 18, which will direct you to Clue R.

This clue is seductive in its simplicity.  Everything seems okay when 
you see that 99-72=27, 45-27=18, etc., so the answer must be 36-21=15, 
right?  Not so fast.  That pattern goes horribly awry at the end, because 
21-13 is definitely not 7.  Hmmm.

As the HWOW says, “Simple arithmetic will unravel circle-ar logic,” and 
the dogged Hunter will soon see that each solution circle is the sum of 
the four digits in the circles pointing at it.  To wit, circle 27 on the left 
follows the pattern because: (9+9)+(7+2) = 27.  Carrying this logic 
through, the missing circle is  (3+6)+(2+1)=12.  Chin up!  Off you go to 
circle         ! 

Circle         is located in grid S-7. From the intersection of Lone 
Mountain Rd. and 140th St., proceed 180 ft. E.  The Clue site is 186 ft. N 
of Lone Mountain Rd. behind a palo verde tree.

72 18 21 ? 13 7

99 45 39 36 28 21

27

12

12



This is Emergency Solution 18, which will lead you to Clue R.

This is Clue Q.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue R.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue R,
Open Emergency Envelope 18, which will direct you to Clue R.

If you are unable to locate find Clue R,
Open Emergency Envelope 15, which will direct you to Clue S.

This working visual clue consists of a board covered with shapes and 
several identical “viewing scopes” (PVC pipes) pointed at it:

View here -->

No, there wasn’t anything you had to do to the “scopes” in this working 
visual to make them work.  Everything you needed was in plain view.  
Actually, it’s what was not in “the view” that was important.  The 
observant Hunter would have noticed that the only thing not in “the 
view” was the “star.” So if the Star was not in “The View” we must be 
referring to Star Jones-Reynolds leaving The View back in June.  

So go to circle          near Behar Blvd, Hasselbeck Ct. and Walters Way.

Circle         is located in grid R-10.  From the intersection of Rio Verde 
Rd. and 132nd St., proceed S 0.5 mi.  The clue site is 85 ft. S of a wash, 
60 ft. E of the road, behind a Yucca. 

ABC

ABC



This is Emergency Solution 15, which will lead you to Clue S.

This is Clue R.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue S.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue S,
Open Emergency Envelope 15, which will direct you to Clue S.

If you are unable to locate Clue S,
Open Emergency Envelope 25, which will direct you to Clue T.

This visual clue consists of a Buddy Glow Ball and a Warning not to mess with it.  
The clever hunter will realize this is a Glow Ball Warning or “Global Warming.”
With the release of Al Gore’s “An Inconvenient Truth” movie about global 
warming the avid hunter will search out the brown bag insert that describes “10 
THINGS YOU CAN DO TO HELP SOLVE THE CLIMATE CRISIS.”

At first glance everything seems ok with this article except for one section entitled 
“VANPOOL DURING DESERT DRIVING” which contains the following URL:   
www.cleverhunter.org/circle.cfm?subnav=187+signnumber&goto.html  

So noticing that the signnumber on the warning sign is 142 and adding it to 187, 
the hunt team should walk slowly away from the Glow Ball and head to circle        .

Circle       is located in grid O-11.  From the intersection of Happy Valley Rd. and 
Alma School Rd., proceed S on Alma School Rd. for 0.22 mi.  Park in the dirt area 
to the W of Alma School Rd.  Walk SW 230 ft.  The clue site is on the W side of two 
large palo verde trees, near a small wash.

This visual clue consists of the following sign:
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This is Emergency Solution 25, which will lead you to Clue T.

This is Clue S.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue T.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue T,
Open Emergency Envelope 25, which will direct you to Clue T.

If you are unable to locate Clue T,
Open Emergency Envelope 16, which will direct you to Clue U.

All hunters should be familiar with the anagrams on the HWOW from the “Da Vinci 
Code” story.  Those who read the book (or know how to use Google) would know 
that rearranging the numbers and letters results in 1-1-2-3-5-8-13 (the Fibonacci 
sequence), “Leonardo Da Vinci” and “The Mona Lisa.”

Confronted in this clue by a similar puzzle it should be obvious to the cultured hunter 
that the clue is, likewise, comprised of anagrams.  Rearranging the letters here 
results in:      Da Vinci Code

Go to circle phi!

Hunters should immediately recognize “phi” – 1.618 – as the cornerstone of the Da 
Vinci Code story.  It’s the number that defines the proportions between Fibonacci 
numbers, the parts of the human body as depicted in “The Man,” Mona Lisa’s face, 
and the spacing seen in Dali’s “Last Supper.” There were also several subtle 
references to phi in the HWOW.  So head on over to Circle       !

Circle          is located in grid L-11.  From the intersection of Hayden Rd. and Happy 
Valley Rd., proceed W on Happy Valley Rd. for 0.11 mi.  Park in first dirt area N of 
Happy Valley Rd.  Walk NE up the wash 150 ft. until the wash forks.  The clue site is 
145 ft. N of the fork in the wash.  It is located behind two large saguaros and an 
ironwood tree.

1.618

1.618



This is Emergency Solution 16, which will lead you to Clue U.

.

This is Clue T.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue U.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue U,
Open Emergency Envelope 16, which will direct you to Clue U.

If you are unable to locate Clue U,
Open Emergency Envelope 21, which will direct you to Clue V.

The pop culture hounds on your team will surely recognize the surnames 
of stars and starlets on the right, as well as the names of their recently-
born offspring on the left.  Simply matching the dots to complete the 
names, though, fails to provide an obvious solution that can be located 
on the map.  

However, if you follow the instructions on the HWOW and “look from a 
different angle” you may note that the connected lines form the Roman 
numeral “XXI” when viewed with the clue turned 90 degrees counter-
clockwise.  So head on over to circle          , baby!

Circle         is located in grid N-14.  From the intersection of Thompson 
Peak Pkwy. and Pima Rd., travel E for 1.4 mi. to a pullout just past the 
second Desert Camp Dr.  From that pullout, walk E along the sidewalk for 
173 ft. to a wash.  The clue site is 190 ft. S from that point, and 220 ft. from 
the center of the road, next to a palo verde tree. 

Moses ● ● Holmes/Cruise

Suri  ● ● Paltrow/Martin

Shiloh  ● ● Spears/Federline

Sean  ● ● Jolie/Pitt

Kingston ● ● Stefani/Rosdale

21
21



This is Emergency Solution 21, which will lead you to Clue V.

This is Clue U.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue V.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue V,
Open Emergency Envelope 21, which will direct you to Clue V.

If you are unable to locate Clue V,
Open Emergency Envelope 24, which will direct you to Clue W.

Looking in the shorter pipe you will see nothing more than a blank white 
screen.  However, when a light stick (purchased at checkout) is lowered 
into the long pipe using a fishing pole (which the HWOW told you to 
bring) the white screen is backlit revealing a picture of a fly.

The astute hunter will realize that this, of course, is “fly fishing” and will 
associate it with the brown bag article “Honoring the Power of a Single 
Good Film” which relates to the book/movie “A River Runs Through It”
with fly fishing.  So head on over to the blank circle which has Redford 
river running through it.

is located in grid L-16.  From the intersection of Hayden Rd. and 
Bell Rd., travel N for 0.64 mi. to Union Hills Rd.  Turn E and travel for 0.25 
mi. to the intersection of Union Hills Dr. and 82nd St.  The clue site is 200 
ft. north and 210 ft. W of that intersection by a stand of palo verde trees. 

This working visual clue consists of a long (10 foot) black pipe placed 
vertically, and a short pipe connected to the long pipe with a Y:



This is Emergency Solution 24,  which will lead you to Clue W

This is Clue V.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue W.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue W,
Open Emergency Envelope 24, which will direct you to Clue W.

If you are unable to locate Clue W,
Open Emergency Envelope 19, which will direct you to Clue X.

You should have seen through this little riddle quite quickly.  The 
answer is a disposable contact lens, but where to go from there? The 
eagle-eyed Hunter should have noticed that the brown bag has a 
contact lens inside its original case, just like you’d get from your 
friendly optometrist.  Hopefully you weren’t distracted by those 
numbers on the case, because if you had opened the case and 
examined the lens carefully, you’d have seen the letters FL printed right 
on it!  Wow!  How’d those wizards arrange that?  

Wipe the tears from your eyes and go to circle         !

Circle         is located in grid K-13.  From the intersection of Scottsdale 
Rd. and Deer Valley Rd., travel N on Scottsdale Rd. for 0.1 mi. to 
Monogram Rd.  Turn E on Monogram Rd. and travel 0.25 mi. to the cul-
de-sac.  The clue site is 290 ft. NW of the center of the cul-de-sac, by an 
ironwood tree.

To many this is indispensable,
yet some just throw it away.
When in action it’s invisible,
yet right before your eyes.

FL
FL



This is Emergency Solution 19, which will lead you to Clue X.

This is Clue W.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue X.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue X,
Open Emergency Envelope 19, which will direct you to Clue X.

If you are unable locate Clue X,
Open Emergency Envelope 10, which will direct you to Clue Y.

?

This visual clue consists of the following image:

Nothing tricky about this clue.  You can see parts of many cards, plus 
one more that is face down.  By studying the visible cards, you should 
be able to deduce that they are the 13 hearts.  According to the HWOW, 
you must “shoot the moon to solve the clue.” In Hearts, “shooting the 
moon” requires you to win all 13 hearts and the queen of spades. 
Therefore, the hidden card must be the queen of spades. 

So what’s the deal?  Shoot over to circle            .

Circle             is located in grid J-12.  From the intersection of Pinnacle 
Peak Rd. and Scottsdale Rd., proceed E on Pinnacle Peak Rd. for 1.5 mi. 
to a dirt road on the N side.  Proceed N on the dirt road for 0.31 mi. to a 
"Y" in the road.  The clue site is located 275 ft. SE of the "Y," just beyond 
a small wash and behind a large bush.



This is Emergency Solution 10, which will lead you to Clue Y.

This is Clue X.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue Y.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue Y,
Open Emergency Envelope 10, which will direct you to Clue Y.

If you are unable to locate Clue Y,
Open Emergency Envelope 23, which will direct you to Clue Z.

Oh no, it’s that big annoying purple dinosaur – and why is he playing a flute?  
Kids don’t even like flutes.  Well, every Hunter knows that the dinosaur in 
question is Barney.  However, it may take a keen eye to realize that this 
Barney is not playing a flute -- he’s actually playing a fife, to wit, a “Barney 
Fife.” Barney Fife is, of course, the famous bumbling Mayberry deputy 
played by classic comedian Don Knotts, who passed away earlier this year.

Our “Barney Fife” should remind you of the quote in the HWOW, “Hey Andy, 
where’s my bullet?” As any TV aficionado knows, Barney was only allowed 
to carry one bullet at a time and Andy made him keep it in his shirt pocket.  
In your brown bag you should have found a denim shirt pocket, inside of 
which is the number 1.  So load up your single bullet and head on over to 
Circle       !

Circle       is located in grid F-13.  From the intersection of Tatum Blvd. and 
Deer Valley Rd., proceed W on Deer Valley Rd. for 1.6 mi.  Deer Valley Rd. will 
turn S and become Black Mountain Pkwy.  Proceed S on Black Mountain 
Pkwy. for 0.23 mi.  Turn W on Mayo Blvd. and proceed W (past Pinnacle High 
School) for 0.6 mi.  The clue site is 220 ft. S of the dirt road.

1
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This is Emergency Solution 23, which will lead you to Clue Z.

This is Clue Y.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue Z.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue Z,
Open Emergency Envelope 23, which will direct you to Clue Z.

If you are unable to locate Clue Z,
Open Emergency Envelope 2, which will direct you to Clue A.

This working visual clue consists of Star Wars characters 
standing around a spacecraft:

This working visual  looks like a scene from Star Wars Episode IV (the 
original) with various characters standing around an Imperial Star Destroyer 
escape pod.  The inquisitive hunter will no doubt be curious about what’s 
inside the ship but it’s too dark to see the interior.  However, the observant 
hunter will notice that shining a light at the front of the ship while looking 
through the round window reveals what’s inside:  

It’s the square root of negative one.  Apparently, this is an I pod.  So fly     
on over to         .   

Circle       is located in grid C-14.  From the intersection of Cave Creek Rd. 
and the 101 freeway, proceed W on the access road for 1.55 mi. to 12th St.   
Turn N and travel for 0.5 mi. until 12th St. dead ends.  Travel on foot E for 55 
ft. to a dirt path under the power lines.  Walk 169 ft. to a power pole.  The 
clue site is 60 ft. E of the power pole across a small wash. 



This is Emergency Solution 2, which will lead you to Clue A.

This is Clue Z.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue A.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue A,
Open Emergency Envelope 2, which will direct you to Clue A.

If you are unable to locate Clue A,
Open Emergency Envelope 14, which will direct you to Clue B.

Take away one of the letters in this grid and yet still leave all 26 
letters of the alphabet. Which letter can be taken away? 

The answer is Q:

The answer “Q” should remind you of the HWOW #7:  “I never joke 
about my work,” a classic line from the James Bond character “Q” who 
was responsible for inventing Bond’s elaborate gadgetry.  Q was played 
originally by Desmond Llewelyn and most recently by John Cleese. So 
fly on over to Circle          at Cleese Cr. and Llewelyn Ln.

Circle          is located in grid A-10.  From the intersection of Happy 
Valley Rd. and 19th Ave., proceed N for 0.85 mi., almost to Jomax Rd.  
At that point, continue N along the access road for another 0.1 mi. to a 
pump facility.  The clue site is 187 ft. NE from the SE corner of the 
pump facility, next to a palo verde tree.
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1951 (27.4)
1. Frank, Estes, Lyman
2. Greer
3. Olson, Chambers, Wunderlich

1962 (12.2)
1. Samuelson, Welch, Kelly
2. Graham, Peterson, LaPrade
3. Groth, Knoob, Grimaila

1973 (22.6)
1. Bickley, McArtor, Windett
2. Bliss, Chruma, Caldwell
3. Rugen, Baehr, Bjornholt

1952 (23.8)
1. Hartman, Kemmeries, Pennington
2. Greer
3. Gundry

1953 (31.8)
1. Sokoloff, Diven, Dreste
2. McClanathan
3. Blackert

1954 (23.5)
1. Chambers, Myer
2. Samuelson, Andren, Seibert
3.

1955 (17.6)
1. Hume, Estes, Lahti
2. Norde, Yost, Goodman
3. Ferguson, Eberhard, Dreste

1956 (25.8)
1. Brown, Hershey, Richman
2. Samuelson, Lyman, Barton
3. Reddoch, Bettis, Martin

1959
1. Bettis, Lindsay, Martin
2.
3.

1957 (20.1)
1. Samuelson, Andrew, Barton, 

Weems
2. Estes, Diven, Livingwood
3. Creighton, Welch, Reeves

1958 (16.2)
1. Lindsay, Baum, Bettis
2. Hershey, Groth, Moore
3. Edson, Valenti, Ross, Wittenburg

1960 (11.6)
1. Hinsdale, Lange, Porter
2. Kouns, Peterson, Stites
3. Corby, Peterson, Roe

1961 (17.9)
1. Cook, Gabrielson, Jones
2. Cooper, Cranston, Clouse
3. Yost, Goodman, Norde

1963 (16.2)
1. Michel, Barto, Solem
2. Knoob, Groth, Sanneman
3. Yost, Norde, Goodman 

1964 (17.38)
1. Kneale, Walker, Glass
2. Knoob, Groth, Sanneman
3. Bremmer, Mayes, Lenas

1965 (16.0)
1. Goodman, Corby, Yost
2. Graham, Bettis, Peterson
3. Sanneman, Groth, Knoob

1966 (12.0)
1. Bettis, Peterson, Graham
2. Schaffner, Zusman, Voorhaar
3. Creede, Cadell, Elbinger

1967 (13.1)
1. Peterson, Rupprecht, Moberly
2. Ford, Wagner, Bensted
3. Porter, Lange, Attwood

1968 (16.6)
1. McBiles, Thomas, Hall
2. Samson, Haentze, Whittaker
3. Diven, Koch, Schwartz

1969 (19.8)
1. Yost, Corby, Eberhard
2. Armstrong, Woodward, Crowell
3. Sanneman, Groth, Knoob

1970 (17.3)
1. Greenburg, McKeown, Takesuye
2. Kline, Post, Knudsen
3. Yost, Corby, Eberhard

1971 (15.65)
1. Crawford, Olson, Prigge
2. Moberly, Peterson, Rupprecht
3. Haentze, Samson, Whittaker

1972 (19.79)
1. Clouse, Larson, Sprik
2. Bensted, Ford, Wagner
3. Bickley, McArtor, Windett

1974 (23.5)
1. Bliss, Chruma, Fullerton
2. Haentze, Samson, Whittaker
3. Hochgraef, Kulvinskas, Zveglich

1975 (24.29)
1. Henry, Tatom, Lipinski, Graham
2. Boyd, Gaines, Schaeffer
3. Fitting, Ponce de Leon, Warble

1976 (21.56)
1. Fajen, Kasprzyk, Kozlik
2. Samson, Whittaker, Haentze
3. Rugen, Bjornholt, Flaherty

1977 (18.49)
1. Bjornholt, Flaherty, Rugen
2. Andrews, Evans, Semon
3. Haentze, Samson, Whittaker

1978 (24.75)
1. Hall, John, Weigel
2. Armstrong, Crowell, Woodward
3. Robinson, Eslinger, Youssefi

1979 (20.51)
1. Oney, Furedy, Porterfield, 

Livingston
2. Hochgraef, Zveglich, Kulvinskas
3. Crowell, Woodward, Armstrong

1980 (24.65)
1. Hochgraef, Zveglich, Kulvinskas
2. Richmond, Somers, Gulseth
3. Crowell, Armstrong,  Woodward

1981 (18.22)
1. Nalette, Defrancesco, Sewell
2. Gulseth, Somers, Richmond
3. Brenner, Wunderlich, Kaasik

1982 (18.13)
1. Crawford, Olson, Prigge
2. Gulseth, Richmond, Somers
3. Armstrong, Crowell, Gourley, 

Woodward
1983 (17.84)
1. Bradshaw, Cutlar, Wells
2. Anderson, Hallen, Richmond
3. Knappenberger, Nelson, Shaner

Treasure HuntTreasure Hunt
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1984 (22.99)
1. Bliss, Chruma, Fullerton
2. Burghammer, Fah, McGlinchey
3. Eymann, Osman, Rendek

1995 (17.48)
1. Eymann, Osman, Rendek
2. Carlton, Cline, Coffeen, 

Jacobsen, Rahrig, Turner
3. Costa, Kirchgessner, Sutton

1985 (19.10)
1. Blair, Knott, Wibergh
2. John, Presley, Hall
3. Rugen, Bjornholt, Belanger

1986 (20.16)
1. Carlton, Coffeen, Golis, 

Jacobsen, Moller, Rahrig
2. Amdahl, Williamson, Zaborowski
3. Bibby, Perkins, Stevens

1987 (19.38)
1. Hall, John, Presley
2. Dillon, Donaldson, Greeson, 

McGlinchey, Perillo
3. Clark, Gieske, O’Bannon

1988 (15.27)
1. Eymann, Osman, Rendek, 

Carleton
2. Belanger, Bjornholt, Rugen
3. Constable, Filreis, Flanigan, 

Hunnicutt, Prejs, Schukai

1989 (19.05)
1. Constable, Filreis, Flanigan, 

Hunnicutt, Prejs, Schukai
2. Frost, Hulet, Slick, Barry
3. Gulseth, Somers, Todd

1992 (18.83)
1. Anselme, Archambeault, Secor, 

Spencer, Taylor
2. Clark, Gieske, O’Bannon
3. Davis, Kirchgessner, Peterson, 

Sundstrom

1990 (13.52)
1. Silverthorn, Fahy, Comp
2. Davis, Coon, Holm, Suppes
3. Nelson, Knappenberger, Dalton

1991 (17.22)
1. Albright, Black, Libby
2. Gilbert, Schaefer, Tucker, 

Katzdorn
3. Zaborowski, Williamson, Amdahl

1993 (17.62)
1. Frost, Hulet, Slick, Brennan
2. Davis, Peterson, Sundstrom, 

Leadbetter
3. Nuckolls, Waldo, Block

1994 (25.78)
1. Williams, Blaser, Beckwith
2. Nuckolls, Block, Waldo
3. Robb, Robb, Tolson

1996 (18.24)
1. Clark, Gieske, O’Bannon
2. Grube, McKay, Saewert, 

Stephens, Tooker
3. Robinson, Youssefi, Youssefi 

1997 (13.99)
1. Carlton, Cline, Coffeen, 

Jacobsen, Rahrig, Turner
2. Cornelius, Greeson, Witwer
3. Feth, Shannon, Timmer

1998 (16.86)
1. Binder, Damon, Dorsett, 

Johnson, Smith, Sunderland
2. Carpenter, Ehorn, Pittmon, 

Stearns
3. Cornelius, Greeson, Witwer

1999 (20.34)
1. Silverthorn, Fahy, Fee
2. Zaborowski, Williamson, Amdahl
3. Filupeit, Webster, Davis, Warter, 

Jankovsky

2000 (18.63)
1. Carpenter, Stearns, Pittmon, 

Ehorn
2. Robb, Robb, Tolson
3. Youssefi, Robinson, McGlinchey, 

Youssefi

2001 (20.41)
1. Davis, McCaffrey, Murray, Smith, 

Zajac
2. Filupeit, Webster, Warter, 

Jankovsky, Davis
3. Perona, White, Taxier

2002 (15.52)
1. Robinson, Youssefi, McGlinchey, 

Estrada
2. Burnside, Furedy, Furedy, Furedy, 

Marwil, Singer
3. Cottrell, Johnson, Locker, Worcester

2003 (15.46)

Treasure HuntTreasure Hunt
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1. Filupeit, Jankovsky, Warter, Webster
2. Feth, Olson, Shannon, Timmerman, 

Timmerman
3. Luke, Gieske, Karapetian, Montoya

2004 (21.16)
1. Luke, Gieske, Karapetian, Montoya
2. Robb, Robb, Tolson
3. Koch, Bukoski, Ellermann, Johnston, 

Vick, Tamis

2005 (18.01)
1. Youssefi, Youssefi, Carlson, Pote, 

Weigand, Massey
2. Saewert, Damon, Stephens, Holder, 

Tooker
3. Pauly, Vandivort, Clingman, Sellers, 

Wolnisty



Top AllTop All--Time Winning PerformancesTime Winning Performances
By Amateur Teams:By Amateur Teams:

TeamTeam YearYear TimeTime

1.1. Hinsdale, Lange, PorterHinsdale, Lange, Porter 19601960 11.6011.60
2.2. BettisBettis, Peterson, Graham, Peterson, Graham 19661966 12.0012.00
3.3. Samuelson, Welch, KellySamuelson, Welch, Kelly 19621962 12.2012.20
4.4. Peterson, Peterson, RupprechtRupprecht, Moberly, Moberly 19671967 13.1013.10
5.5. Silverthorn, Silverthorn, FahyFahy, Comp, Comp 19901990 13.5213.52
6.6. Carlton, Cline, Coffeen, Carlton, Cline, Coffeen, 19971997 13.9913.99

Jacobsen, Jacobsen, RahrigRahrig, Turner, Turner
7.7. EymannEymann, , OsmanOsman, , RendekRendek, Carleton, Carleton 19881988 15.2715.27
8.8. Filupeit, Filupeit, JankovskyJankovsky, , WarterWarter, Webster, Webster 2003 2003 15.4615.46
9.9. Robinson, Youssefi, McGlinchey, EstradaRobinson, Youssefi, McGlinchey, Estrada 20022002 15.5215.52
10.10. Crawford, Olson, Crawford, Olson, PriggePrigge 19711971 15.6515.65
11.11. Goodman, Corby, YostGoodman, Corby, Yost 19651965 16.0016.00
12.12. Lindsay, Baum, Lindsay, Baum, Bettis Bettis 19581958 16.2016.20
12.12. Michel, Michel, BartoBarto, , SolemSolem 19631963 16.2016.20
14.14. McBilesMcBiles, Thomas, Hall, Thomas, Hall 19681968 16.6016.60
15.15. Binder, Damon, Dorsett, Binder, Damon, Dorsett, 19981998 16.8616.86

Johnson, Smith, SunderlandJohnson, Smith, Sunderland

Treasure HuntTreasure Hunt
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Pro Button Winners:Pro Button Winners:
19721972 Moberly, Peterson, Moberly, Peterson, Rupprecht Rupprecht (19.64)(19.64)
19731973 BettisBettis, Graham, Peterson (20.82), Graham, Peterson (20.82)
19751975 Crawford, Olson, Crawford, Olson, Prigge Prigge (23.71)(23.71)
19781978 BettisBettis, Graham, Peterson (22.96), Graham, Peterson (22.96)
19791979 WindettWindett, , McArtorMcArtor, , Bickley Bickley (20.47)(20.47)
19871987 DeFrancescoDeFrancesco, , NaletteNalette, Sewell (17.28), Sewell (17.28)
19911991 Carlton, Coffeen, Carlton, Coffeen, MollerMoller, Jacobsen, Cline, , Jacobsen, Cline, Rahrig Rahrig (13.60)(13.60)
19921992 Carlton, Coffeen, Carlton, Coffeen, MollerMoller, Jacobsen, Cline, , Jacobsen, Cline, Rahrig Rahrig (15.32)(15.32)
19951995 Comp, Comp, FahyFahy, Jackson, Silverthorn (13.28), Jackson, Silverthorn (13.28)
1997 1997 Slick, Slick, HuletHulet, Frost (13.87), Frost (13.87)
19981998 Beckwith, Blessing, Beckwith, Blessing, StolzeStolze, Williams (16.06), Williams (16.06)
20032003 FahyFahy, Silverthorn (14.46), Silverthorn (14.46)

Beginning in 1970, all committee members with less than three yeBeginning in 1970, all committee members with less than three years of respite ars of respite 
from committee service and all committee members with six years from committee service and all committee members with six years of committee of committee 
service are offered the opportunity to declare their cars service are offered the opportunity to declare their cars ““ProfessionalProfessional””.  This .  This 
declaration must be made upon application for tickets to the Hundeclaration must be made upon application for tickets to the Hunt.  In 1981, the t.  In 1981, the 
1970 resolution was amended to limit those teams wishing to decl1970 resolution was amended to limit those teams wishing to declare themselves are themselves 
““ProfessionalProfessional”” to those having three or more qualifying members under the 1970to those having three or more qualifying members under the 1970
resolution.resolution.

The Treasure Hunt Committee employs the following interpretationThe Treasure Hunt Committee employs the following interpretations of these s of these 
resolutions.resolutions.

Professional teams agree not to compete against amateur teams inProfessional teams agree not to compete against amateur teams in the Hunt.  First, the Hunt.  First, 
second, and third place prizes will be awarded to the three amatsecond, and third place prizes will be awarded to the three amateur teams with the eur teams with the 
lowest times per clue.  If a professional team has the lowest tilowest times per clue.  If a professional team has the lowest time per clue for the me per clue for the 
hunt, the team will be added to the hunt, the team will be added to the ““Pro Button WinnersPro Button Winners”” section of the Hall of section of the Hall of 
Fame.  Those team members whose status qualified the team for prFame.  Those team members whose status qualified the team for professional ofessional 
competition will be awarded competition will be awarded ““ProPro”” buttons to be affixed to their previously buttons to be affixed to their previously 
awarded red hats.  All Pro teams having times per clue better thawarded red hats.  All Pro teams having times per clue better than the third place an the third place 
winners will be identified for their commendable performances, wwinners will be identified for their commendable performances, while those Pro hile those Pro 
teams that placed closer to the other end of the pack will also teams that placed closer to the other end of the pack will also receive some receive some 
““specialspecial”” recognition.recognition.

Teams that are eligible to declare themselves Teams that are eligible to declare themselves ““ProfessionalProfessional”” for the Hunt yet do for the Hunt yet do 
not do so, for whatever reason, will compete as amateur teams annot do so, for whatever reason, will compete as amateur teams and be eligible for d be eligible for 
the first, second and third place prizes.the first, second and third place prizes.

Treasure HuntTreasure Hunt
∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ Hall of Fame Hall of Fame ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞

(Min/Clue)



In memory of our friend and preeminent
hunter Ron Nalette.

July 12, 1950 - June 10, 2006.



2006 Treasure Hunt Committee
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Greg & Lisa Webster
Sage

Don & Joyce Filupeit
Logistics

Chris Warter / Pete Jankovsky
Treasurer
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Joe Luke / Paul Gieske
Chair

Terri Gieske / Laura Luke
Supplies

Mike Karapetian / Mark Montoya
Publicity/Website
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Debbie & Dave Youssefi
Clue Coordinator

Brett Carlson / Dan Pote
Map

Grant Massey / Wendy Weigand
Brown Bag
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